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Single-Visit Dentistry is Clinically Proven, Modern
Dentistry

Today’s dentistry is a far cry from years past.  Patients today need not settle for obvious
silver fillings because there are treatment options available that look just as beautiful-if not
better than-their own natural teeth.  What’s more, many patients can be treated today without
metal, and more and more tooth structure can be conserved, thanks to minimally-invasive
techniques designed to help preserve natural teeth-an important part of healthy, strong
teeth.

What many people might not know is that the same innovations that are revolutionizing
business and technology are being clinically proven to enhance the precision and longevity
of modern dental treatment options.  Also, such techniques are making today’s modern
dentistry more convenient, less time consuming, and more patient-friendly.

Introducing the E4D Dentistsystem—Modern Dentistry that Fits Your Lifestyle
For example, with the E4D Dentist system, instead of using traditionally inconvenient

and messy impression materials, dentists can obtain clean, fast digital impressions in a few
minutes using a laser scanner in the mouth.  This laser scanning technology is not only
extremely precise when “capturing” all of the details of a patient’s smile, but is also as safe
as the check-out scanner at a grocery store.  But, best of all, there is no need for a patient
to hold unpleasant, possibly distasteful material in his or her mouth.

Then, while the patient watches, a dental professional custom-designs a crown,
veneer, or filling perfectly suited for the patient based on his or her condition using the
chairside, computer-based design center.  From there, the information about the restoration
is transferred to the in-office milling unit, where the patient’s crown, veneer, or filling is
made.  Shortly thereafter, it’s permanently seated in his or her mouth.

Benefits of Same Day Dentistry
With modern, state-of-the-art E4D Dentistry, patients don’t need to suffer through

traditional impressions.  They don’t need temporaries.  And they don’t need to wait days—
or more likely weeks—for their permanent restorations.  That also means that they won’t
have to be inconvenienced with the back-and-forth typically associated with crowns, veneers,
and some type of fillings.

Rather, when E4D Dentistry is right for them, patients can be in and out of the dental
office with their permanent, natural-looking and metal-free restorations in a single visit.
E4D restorations are perfect for situations like chipped, worn or cracked teeth; teeth that
are discolored or have gaps and spaces between them; teeth that have decay and/or old,
worn fillings.

E4D—Right Around the Corner
You don’t have to travel far to experience the convenience and precision of E4D Dentistry.
We’ve already invested in this innovative technology because we believe our patients deserve
modern dentistry that fits their lifestyles.  Simply call us at 908-232-2136 and we’ll be happy
to answer your questions about E4D Dentistry.

The Laser Dental Group P.C.

 581 Westfield Avenue 1205 Coolidge Avenue
 Westfield, NJ   07090 Union, NJ   07083
 908-232-2136 908-686-2080

www.thelaserdentalgroup.com
Peter Louie, D.M.D.
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SANE OR CRAZY?...In the recent WHS production of Anyone Can Whistle, the townspeople, pilgrims and the escaped
insane asylmn patients are put to the test to see if they are sane or one of the “cookies” from Dr. Detmold’s Sanitarium for
the Socially Pressured, which the locals call “The Cookie Jar.” In this satire, the audience comes to realize that we all
are crazy.
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BARING ALL...In Stephen Sondheim’s musical Anyone Can Whistle, J. Bowden
Hapgood (Fraser Weist) tries to seduce Fay Applewood (Kim Roth). She shares
with him that she isn’t who she is pretending to be in donning the flamboyant
dress, boa and a red wig that has been cast off. She reveals her inability to whistle.

WHS’s Anyone Can Whistle
Spotlights Teen Talent

Sometimes a Whistle Can Save the Day
By SUSAN MYRILL DOUGHERTY

Specially Written for The Westfield Leader and The Times

Not everyone can whistle, but ev-
eryone in the audience of the perfor-
mances of the Stephen Sondheim
musical Anyone Can Whistle could
sing the praises of the teens in the
Westfield High School Theatre
Department’s production presented
March 13 – 15. As usual, director
Daniel Devlin selected a show that
perhaps is not a conventional choice.
Little known, but with a mighty cult
following, Anyone Can Whistle af-
fords the opportunity to spotlight stel-
lar voices, inventive drama and in-
credible dancing.

The Narrator (Elena Arida) intro-
duces us to a nearly bankrupt town
that only a miracle can save. Through
this insightful narrator’s eyes, we see
corrupt politicians getting richer
while businesses languish. An un-
popular, self-centered mayor, Cora
Hoover Hooper (Madeleine
Rosenthal), is the richest person in
town. Her three sidekicks — love
interest Comptroller Schub (Frank
Guerriero), Police Chief Magruder
(Colin Barry) and Treasurer Cooley

(Daniel Coelho) — do her bidding.
In the up-tempo number “Me and My
Town” Cora and her boys (Alex
Cestero, Julian Mone, Tony Peer and
Jack Ritter) blend nicely in song and
dance and then are joined with the
townspeople.

In this forlorn town, the only busi-
ness that is booming is Dr. Detmold’s
Sanitarium for the Socially Pressured.
It calls its patients “cookies,” so the
townspeople refer to the institute as
“The Cookie Jar.”  

When a “miracle” is manufac-
tured by corrupt politicians in the
form of a rock that spouts water
with magic powers, the Sanitarium’s
Nurse Fay Apple (Kim Roth) takes
her “cookies” on an outing to
miracle rock only to be turned away.
Magruder, Cooley and Schub real-
ize that if 49 people from the asy-
lum partake of the water and no
miracle occurs, they will be ex-
posed as frauds. Confusion ensues
when tickets are refused to the
“cookies” who then intermingle
with the “sane” people of the town
and pilgrims. Ever the crusader for
human rights, Nurse Fay makes a

run for it with a plan to return and
expose the ruse to the world. “I talk
long and loud,” she warns the offi-
cials as she slips away in the crowd.

Masquerading as an investigator
from the French shrine at Lourdes,
Nurse Fay, now as a red-headed
bombshell, comes to check the au-
thenticity of miracle rock.  As the
French woman, she meets J.
Bowden Hapgood, supposedly the
new assistant director of the insti-
tute. In a creatively staged scene,
they speak to each other in French,
via a translation balloon that lowers
onto the set. Hapgood invites the
mysterious lady up to his room and
finds she isn’t really French. In fact,
she reveals her frailties to Hapgood
in the poignant title song. Through-
out the musical, Ms. Roth, a senior,
shows her show-stopping ability
with versatility in acting and voice.
Her earlier song, “There Won’t Be
Trumpets,” one of the most familiar
songs of the piece, allows her clear,
strong voice to soar.

In Hapgood’s determining of Group
A and Group 1, the audience is as
befuddled as the people onstage as to
who is sane and who the “cookies”
are.  This is musical master Sondheim
and author Arthur Laurents making us
laugh at our own notions of reality and
sanity.

At the top of Act II, the actors play-
ing Cora, Schub and Cooley and
Magruder get a chance to break out
vocally and physically in a delight-
fully choreographed number, “I’ve Got
You to Lean On.” Thank Ms.
Rosenthal, Frank Guerriero, Daniel
Coelho and Colin Barry, respectively,
for the fun moments of fancy foot-
work and beautifully blended vocals.
Thank Samantha Hahn for that par-
ticular choreography as well as a spec-
tacular ballet scene in “Cora’s Chase”
that features standout ballerina/oper-
atic vocalist — Maddie Hudelson —
as Fierce Woman. Each dancer in the
chase scene, amid butterfly nets, gets
a well-deserved moment in the lime-
light with individual leaps and spec-
tacularly executed flight/fight. At the
Friday night performance, the applause

from that dance scene actually stopped
the show.

Great acting acumen in the fast-
paced, tongue twister, “Everybody
Says Don’t,” by Fraser Weist as
Hapgood makes the vocally challeng-
ing piece believable. His footloose
character urges Fay to “walk on the
grass” and do things that conventional
society eschews.  

The fun duet of “There’s
Always a Woman” by Ms.
Roth and Rosenthal showcases
two stellar performers. Music
Director John Brzozowski
keeps the 25 piece orchestra,
that boasts 15 student musi-
cians, on their toes with a big
sound that never overpowers
the singers.

Sondheim’s show (that
closed on Broadway after
fewer than a dozen perfor-
mances) is an absurdist/satiric
comedy that does not take it-
self too seriously. It pokes a
stick delightfully at govern-
ment and the absurdity as to
where taxes go. The show asks
what’s real and normal. It
poses that what is normal for
one might be insane for the
next person.

Thanks to scenic artist/de-
signer Roy Chambers, elabo-
rately created set pieces open
to reveal the backside of the

rock and the hotel’s interior. The WHS
Stagecraft Class and no fewer than 34
students worked on the construction
and design of the impressive sets.

One of the closing songs, “With So
Little to Be Sure Of” suggests that
there is ambiguity in the world of
love and relationships. There is no

ambiguity that Director Devlin and
Musical Director Brzozowski have
cast this show spot on, utilizing
talents of individuals to the maxi-
mum and assembling an ensemble
of first rate singers, dancers and
actors who truly know how to make
theatre come alive.
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WHAT A PICKLE...In Westfield High School Theatre Department’s production of
Anyone Can Whistle, the white gloved Mayor Cora Hoover Hooper (Madeleine Rosenthal),
center, expresses her need for a miracle to save her town. One of the town’s outspoken
citizens, Mrs. Schroeder (Jackie Daaleman) at front left, and Baby Joan (Sophie Hurwitz),
at front right, add their two cents along with the other animated townspeople.


